Full Spectrum Analytical Channel Design with the Capacity/Supply Ratio (CSR)
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Abstract: Analytical channel design tools have not advanced appreciably in the last decades, and continue to produce designs based upon a single representative discharge that may not lead to overall sediment continuity. It is beneficial for designers to know when a simplified design may be problematic and to efficiently produce alternative designs that approximate sediment balance over the entire flow regime. The Capacity/Supply Ratio (CSR) approach, an extension of the Copeland method of analytical channel design for sand channels, balances the sediment transport capacity of a design reach with the sediment supply of a stable upstream reach over the entire flow duration curve (FDC) rather than just a single discharge. Although CSR has a stronger physical basis than previous analytical channel design approaches, it has not been adopted in practice because it can be a cumbersome and time-consuming iterative analysis without the use of software. We investigate eighteen sand-bed rivers in a comparison of designs based on the CSR approach and five single-discharge metrics: the effective discharge ($Q_{eff}$) or discharge that transports the most sediment over time, the 1.5-year recurrence interval discharge ($Q_{1.5}$), the bankfull discharge ($Q_{bf}$), and the discharges associated with 50th ($Q_{50}$) and 75th ($Q_{75}$) percentiles of the cumulative sediment yield curve. To facilitate this analysis we developed a novel design tool using the Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) programming language in Excel® to produce stable channel slope-width combinations based on the CSR methodology for both sand- and gravel-bed streams. The CSR Stable Channel Design Tool (CSR Tool) code structure was based on Copeland’s method in SAM and HEC-RAS (Hydrologic Engineering Center’s River Analysis System) and was tested with a single discharge to verify outputs. The $Q_{50}$ and $Q_{75}$ single-discharge designs match the CSR output most closely, followed by the $Q_{bf}$, $Q_{eff}$, and $Q_{1.5}$. The $Q_{eff}$ proved to be the most inconsistent design metric because it can be highly dependent on the binning procedure used in the effectiveness analysis. Furthermore, we found that the more rigorous physical basis of the CSR analysis is potentially most important in designing ‘labile’ channels with highly erodible substrate, high perennial flow ‘flashiness,’ low width-to-depth ratio, and high incoming sediment load. The CSR Tool provides a resource for river restoration practitioners to efficiently utilize in-depth design techniques that can promote sediment balance in dynamic fluvial systems.
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1. Introduction

Efforts to manage watersheds for freshwater sustainability have become increasingly important as pressures from population growth and development increasingly strain water resources in an atmosphere of burgeoning climate uncertainty. Almost half (44%) of the rivers in the United States are listed as polluted or impaired, and extinction rates of fresh-water fauna are five times that for terrestrial biota [1–3]. Human influences such as urbanization can trigger rapid geomorphic change in streams with excessive erosion or sedimentation that can compromise surrounding infrastructure,
degrade habitat, and impede municipal or recreational usages [4–6]. These issues often have a common root cause: altered flows of water and sediment. These issues can be addressed in many instances through stream and watershed restoration and more specifically the application of ‘stable channel design’ principles. Stable channel design is a common method in stream restoration that aims to bring a river to a state of dynamic equilibrium between flows of water and sediment, which can reduce excess lateral and vertical instability, as well as improve water quality and habitat for biota [7].

There are many methods used in the current practice of stream restoration and channel design; however, the most common methods usually involve a particular reliance on the use of analogs or designs based on a single ‘dominant’ discharge [8–10]. This single discharge is often assumed to be the discharge that most influences channel form and an adequate proxy for all flows that influence channel form in the flow regime [11]. Many problems resulting from excessive erosion or sedimentation can arise if care and sound judgment are not employed in choosing the proper discharge, and recognizing limitations on selecting appropriate analogs and using regionalized relationships [12,13]. These techniques can be highly uncertain and often oversimplify the site-specific processes that govern channel morphodynamics. Furthermore, even if great effort is invested in identifying a single representative discharge, resulting designs may still lead to sediment imbalance because other geomorphically-influential flows were not accounted for in the analysis [14].

Analytical channel design based on a range of sediment transporting flows has the potential to alleviate some of these uncertainties by utilizing hydraulic models and sediment transport functions to derive equilibrium conditions, which makes it applicable to scenarios where historic or current conditions are not in a state of equilibrium between water and sediment [15]. This approach is often described as process-based because it relies on defining a site-specific equilibrium state of the fluxes governing overall channel stability, i.e., water and sediment continuity [16]. This concept is essential to effective river management because the balance of water and sediment is a fundamental driver of river condition, affecting water quality, thermal regime, habitat and aquatic communities, river stability, and natural hazards [7].

A well-known application of the analytical design concept is the Copeland method [17,18] in the stable channel design feature of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers’ (USACE) Hydrologic Engineering Center’s River Analysis System (HEC-RAS) model [17]. This method involves a sediment balance analysis for channel design which can potentially reduce some of the uncertainties associated with the aforementioned methods by explicitly considering inflow sediment loads; however, this method still relies on calculating the sediment balance using a single dominant discharge and does not directly account for the sediment transported by any other flows. The assumptions stated above associated with using a single-discharge methodology can increase the risk of highly unstable channel designs since other influential flows can substantially affect sediment transport.

A more recent approach that aims to improve the physical basis of the Copeland method is the Capacity/Supply Ratio (CSR) method [19]. This approach is analogous to the Copeland method; however, it balances the total sediment delivered from an upstream supply reach through a design reach across the entire flow duration curve (FDC). The CSR approach can provide a more rigorous analysis of stable channel designs compared to single-discharge methods because it accounts for the influence of geomorphically-effective discharges across the entire FDC, thereby alleviating the uncertainty of selecting and assuming the dominant influence of a single discharge [8]. Although there are still many uncertainties that can arise in the CSR methodology as well, specifically in deriving a representative FDC, this approach nevertheless has the potential to provide a more comprehensive and robust channel design analysis over the single-discharge technique [19].

It is not clear, however, what conditions may dictate whether and by how much stable channel designs using the full spectrum of flows may differ from single-discharge designs. Here, we ask whether there are channel characteristics, hydrologic conditions, or other factors that result in differences in full-spectrum and single-discharge channel designs, and if data are insufficient to use the CSR technique which single discharge matches the CSR output the closest? To investigate this, we compare single-discharge analytical channel designs to designs using the CSR method computed for eighteen sand-bed rivers. These comparisons are made using a software tool developed by the
authors, hereafter referred to as the CSR Tool, which facilitates analytical channel design using the CSR method to produce a range of possible design solutions that provide sediment continuity across the entire FDC. The CSR channel designs are compared to single-discharge designs computed from several estimates of the channel-forming discharge: the field-identified bankfull discharge \( Q_{bf} \), the flow with a 1.5-year recurrence interval \( Q_{1.5} \), the effective discharge \( Q_{eff} \), the half-load discharge \( Q_{e0} \), and the discharge associated with the 75th percentile of the cumulative sediment yield curve \( Q_{75} \). In all comparisons, we maintain constant cross-section dimensions and roughness characteristics to isolate the effects of single versus multiple discharges on channel design. We use these comparisons to identify conditions in which the CSR approach is most needed for sustainable and robust channel designs, to investigate which other design parameters affect the difference between hydrology techniques the most, and to determine which single discharge produces designs that are closest to the CSR.

We hypothesize that designs computed using a single-discharge approach are more likely to differ from CSR-based designs in ‘labile’ channels with highly erodible substrate, and ‘flashy’ hydrologic regimes that produce a relatively wide range of influential flow events. Here ‘labile’ is defined as an alluvial channel type that has bed sediments that are easily and frequently entrained by flow, have fine grains (typically sand bed), and can characteristically undergo rapid morphological change \[22\]. We define ‘flashiness’ as a perennial flashiness, or the amount of change in discharge from day to day \( \text{sensu} \) Baker et al. \[23\]) rather than describing dynamic, ephemeral streams. Lastly, we seek to identify the single-discharge designs that are most likely to match the CSR output. We hypothesize designs based on the half-load discharge \( Q_{e0} \), the discharge associated with 50% of the cumulative sediment yield \[20,24\], will match CSR designs closer than conventional proxies for the full range of geomorphically-effective flows, i.e., the bankfull and effective discharges \[25,26,9\].

2. The Capacity/Supply Ratio

Soar and Thorne \[19\] introduced the CSR concept, using it to analyze the faults in a channel design that led to a failed river restoration project at White Marsh Run, Maryland. It is an extension of the Copeland method developed for the USACE SAM software package \[18\], and subsequently included in the stable channel design section of HEC-RAS. The CSR is an analytical channel design methodology that uses a simple balance between the sediment transport capacity of a design reach and the supply of sediment transported into the design reach. This is the same sediment balance concept as used in the Copeland method; however, the difference lies in the range of discharge(s) for which the sediment transport capacity is calculated over a period of years:

\[
\text{CSR} = \frac{\int_{\text{time}} \text{transport capacity of Design Reach}}{\int_{\text{time}} \text{transport capacity of Supply Reach}}
\]  

Equation (1) defines the CSR as the bed-material load transported through the river reach by a sequence of flows over an extended time period divided by the bed-material load transported into the reach by the same sequence of flows over the same time period \[19\]. Ultimately, the CSR method balances the total average sediment yield over an entire distribution of flows for a particular time period rather than just for a single representative discharge as in the Copeland method. The sequence of flows over an extended time period is derived from a user-defined gage flow record, or a FDC from another source such as a hydrologic model. A magnitude/frequency analysis (MFA) is performed to find the ‘effectiveness,’ or sediment transported on average over a period of time, by multiplying the probability of flows by their estimated sediment transport capacity \[25–27\]. MFA is performed on a user-defined supply reach to estimate the incoming sediment load to the downstream design reach of interest as depicted in Figure 1. Various width and slope combinations for the associated design reach are iteratively evaluated to identify a set of solutions that produce a CSR approximating unity (Figure 2). The resulting curve or family of stable channel solutions is analogous to the output produced by the Copeland method of HEC-RAS. Slope/width combinations
above this line are expected to result in net degradation or erosion in the design reach over time, while those below are expected to produce aggradation or sediment accumulation. A CSR within 10% of unity is likely to achieve sediment balance with minimal aggradation or degradation in the channel [19]. Every design along the curve would theoretically pass the incoming sediment load and through time establish sediment continuity; however, not all the designs on the curve usually fall within the realm of most downstream hydraulic geometry equations and field observations of how channel top width scales with bankfull discharge [19].

\[
\text{Capacity/Supply Ratio (CSR)} = \frac{\int_{t_1}^{t_2} \text{Sediment transport capacity of Design Reach}}{\int_{t_1}^{t_2} \text{Sediment transport capacity of Supply Reach}}
\]

**Figure 1.** Visual representation of CSR analysis for simplified trapezoidal channel geometry.
3. Methods

This section will first give a brief overview of the CSR Tool, and then explore the methods used to apply the tool on eighteen sand-bed rivers to provide insight on the practical use of the CSR methodology, as well as fundamental insight on differences between single-discharge versus CSR-based designs.

3.1. CSR Tool

The CSR Tool was developed as a Visual Basic for Application (VBA) macro-enabled Microsoft Excel workbook. This platform was selected to extend the applicability of the tool to both practitioners and researchers by using the user-friendly and familiar environment of Excel®. The basic methodology of the code behind the CSR Tool was closely modeled after the Copeland method in HEC-RAS [17,18]. The model assumes 1D, steady, uniform flow. The channel cross section is represented as a trapezoid, which is split into bed and bank components (Figure 1). The bed and bank components have the same velocity, which is the cross-section averaged velocity, and sediment transport is only calculated over the bed. The hydrology information (the FDC) provided to the CSR Tool is assumed to be valid for both the supply and design reaches, and the sediment transport capacity estimated for the supply reach is assumed to be the incoming sediment load to the design reach. A detailed review of all the equations used in the calculations of the CSR Tool and explanations of their application within the tool can be found in the CSR Tool Reference Manual, available upon request from the corresponding author and the National Cooperative Highway Research Program (http://www.trb.org/Publications/PubsNCHRPProjectReports.aspx).

Unlike the Copeland method included in HEC-RAS, the CSR Tool calculates sediment transport using the entire FDC rather than just a single representative discharge and, therefore, accounts for the morphological influence of the other flows. It also models overbank flow, which can help avoid overestimating the effectiveness of higher flows since the model can account for a floodplain angle that is lower relief than the bank angle. Additionally, the tool is capable of performing the CSR analysis for both sand-bed streams and gravel- / cobble-bed streams.

3.1.1. Channel Partitioning

The in-channel partitioning approach follows the method used by Copeland in HEC-RAS. The Einstein [28] equation is utilized to partition the bed and bank components. This method varies the
bank component areas until the velocity through the bed and bank components are equal to the
cross-section averaged velocity for the whole channel.

Unlike the Copeland method in SAM and HEC-RAS, the CSR Tool also models overbank flow.
Once the flow in the channel breaks into overbank flow, the partition approach is altered because the
Einstein [28] method is no longer valid. Instead, the default conveyance method used by HEC-RAS
[17] is utilized to converge on a depth solution. In contrast to the in-channel method, the bank
partitions are simply delineated by vertical lines.

3.1.2. Hydrology Calculations

The CSR Tool estimates the time-integrated sediment transport capacity of the reaches over the
entire FDC rather than a single discharge. For this, the CSR Tool can use a flow gage record or a
pre-derived FDC. These flow characteristics are assumed to be the same and representative of the
flows through both the supply and design reaches.

If a gage record is chosen for the hydrology data, the program will sort the discharges using an
arithmetic binning procedure. A total number of bins must be defined by the user or the program
defaults to 25 bins as recommended by Biedenharn et al. [27]. Each bin represents a range of
discharges that the flows of the record could fall into. The probability of occurrence for the flows in
each range is calculated.

The most common method to perform a MFA is using a flow record when possible; however, it
is rare in practice to have a sufficiently long flow record for a stable reach upstream of the design
reach. In these instances, the CSR Tool can take a user-defined FDC. A table of exceedance
probabilities versus discharges can be directly pasted into the CSR Tool. If the FDC is larger than 50
bins, then it is consolidated to a default of 25 bins, but the user can choose up to 50 bins.

3.1.3. Sediment Transport Calculations

The CSR Tool can perform the CSR analysis to find stable channel design solutions for both
sand-bed and gravel-/cobble-bed streams. The sand-bed portion of the tool uses the Brownlie [29]
total load sediment transport relation to estimate transport rate just like the Copeland method in
HEC-RAS. The tool uses both versions of this equation that handle upper and lower regimes, and the
transitional regime is assumed to be lower. The sand-bed portion of the tool uses the Manning
equation and the Brownlie depth predictor equations [29] that account for bedforms. The Parker [30]
and Wilcock and Crowe [31] equations are available to estimate sediment transport rates in gravel-
and cobble-bed streams, and the Manning and Limerinos [32] equations were utilized to calculate
bed roughness. Overall, the product of the probability of occurrence and the estimated sediment
transport capacity for the average discharge in each bin are summed to calculate the effectiveness or
total estimated sediment yield.

3.2. Sand-bed Examples

Eighteen sand-bed river examples were extracted from a data set that was originally collected
by J.C. Brice of the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) and was revisited for use by Soar and Thorne [19].
These data were analyzed to compare stable channel designs using a single-discharge versus the full
CSR. Very few sites in the full data set had the data needed for the CSR analysis, so the eighteen sites
selected represent sites with sufficiently long flow records (all sites >18 years) and a diverse set of
characteristics from varying physiographical regions in the United States (Table 1).
Table 1. Summary of data for eighteen sand-bed river sites used in analytical channel design analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stream Name</th>
<th>Site Location</th>
<th>USGS Gage</th>
<th>Flow Days</th>
<th>Top Width (m)</th>
<th>Depth (m)</th>
<th>D50 (mm)</th>
<th>Bed Slope</th>
<th>Sinuosity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Big Raccoon Creek</td>
<td>Coxville, IN</td>
<td>03341300</td>
<td>14256</td>
<td>39.4</td>
<td>2.61</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.00054</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Joseph River</td>
<td>near Newville, IN</td>
<td>04178000</td>
<td>18882</td>
<td>58.4</td>
<td>2.04</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.00019</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tallahala Creek</td>
<td>near Runnellstown, MS</td>
<td>02474500</td>
<td>15706</td>
<td>42.6</td>
<td>2.69</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.00058</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fishing Creek</td>
<td>near Enfield, NC</td>
<td>02083000</td>
<td>24472</td>
<td>43.3</td>
<td>3.09</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>0.00017</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Licking River</td>
<td>Farmers, KY</td>
<td>03249500</td>
<td>6848</td>
<td>43.2</td>
<td>4.19</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>0.00025</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rough River</td>
<td>near Dundee, KY</td>
<td>03319000</td>
<td>8309</td>
<td>37.5</td>
<td>4.60</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.00011</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South River</td>
<td>near Parkersburg, NC</td>
<td>02107000</td>
<td>12789</td>
<td>19.8</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.00027</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mud Creek</td>
<td>near Lewsburg, KY</td>
<td>03316000</td>
<td>12054</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td>2.69</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.00028</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cahaba River</td>
<td>near Sprott, AL</td>
<td>02424500</td>
<td>11323</td>
<td>61.0</td>
<td>6.58</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.00041</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Nishnabotna</td>
<td>Red Oak, IA</td>
<td>06809500</td>
<td>22805</td>
<td>58.6</td>
<td>3.17</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.00060</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Butahatchee River</td>
<td>near Sulligent, AL</td>
<td>02439000</td>
<td>7519</td>
<td>21.7</td>
<td>3.49</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.00044</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wolf River</td>
<td>Rossville, TN</td>
<td>07030500</td>
<td>15524</td>
<td>29.3</td>
<td>2.02</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.00045</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Big Sioux River</td>
<td>Akron, IA</td>
<td>06485500</td>
<td>25600</td>
<td>58.3</td>
<td>3.55</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.00025</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cossatot River</td>
<td>near Dequeen, AR</td>
<td>07340500</td>
<td>15524</td>
<td>49.5</td>
<td>3.55</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.00079</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rock River</td>
<td>near Rock Valley, IA</td>
<td>06483500</td>
<td>18407</td>
<td>54.3</td>
<td>2.51</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.00051</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red River</td>
<td>Clay City, KY</td>
<td>03283500</td>
<td>21128</td>
<td>35.2</td>
<td>3.83</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>0.00040</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sugar Creek</td>
<td>near Edinburgh, IN</td>
<td>03362500</td>
<td>20208</td>
<td>35.1</td>
<td>2.03</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>0.00040</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washita River</td>
<td>Anadarko, OK</td>
<td>07326500</td>
<td>25639</td>
<td>55.1</td>
<td>2.09</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.00043</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All parameters needed to run the CSR analysis were available in the data set for each example except the bank and floodplain Manning's roughness ($n$) values and angles. Typical values of 0.03 to 0.035 for bank Manning's $n$, 1 to 1.5 (horizontal:vertical (H:V)) for the bank angle, and 4 (H:V) for the floodplain angle were selected in the absence of field data. All other channel dimensions and characteristics were derived from field-measured data for each site. As we are focusing on the effects of hydrology on channel design, the channel dimensions, roughness characteristics, and grain size distributions were matched for the supply reach and design reach, with the exception of the design width and slope are the outputs from the CSR Tool.

The CSR Tool was applied to all eighteen sites to produce a family of stable channel width-slope combinations with a CSR equal to 1. Additionally, a feature in the CSR Tool that facilitates performing analyses with single discharges was used to compute stable channel designs at each site using five of the most common single discharges used for design: the effective discharge ($Q_{eff}$), the field-determined bankfull discharge ($Q_{bf}$), the 1.5-year recurrence interval discharge ($Q_{1.5}$), and the discharges associated with 50% and 75% of the cumulative sediment yield $Q_{s50}$ and $Q_{s75}$, respectively. The $Q_{s50}$ is a field-determined metric that was available for each sand-bed site from the original data set, and the $Q_{s75}$ was derived using the Weibull plotting position method with the USGS gage annual peak flow series for each site. Then, these design discharges were input into the CSR Tool using the same channel characteristics as the CSR analysis of the full FDC.

The entire family of stable channel design solutions is calculated to have a CSR of unity; however, not all the solutions are viable or realistic for practical design purposes, as there are no a priori limits on design width specified in the CSR Tool. Soar and Thorne [19] derived a practical channel design width equation from the same sand-bed data set used in this research. This equation is a function of bankfull discharge ($Q_{bf}$ in m$^3$/s) and a binary variable ($V$) that is unity if tree cover over the banks is less than 50% or zero if tree cover is more than 50% (Equation (2)):
\[ w = (3.38 + 1.94V_{bf}^{0.5})e^{-0.083} \]  

(2)

where, \( w \) is the bankfull top width (in m) within a 95% confidence interval of the mean response. The range of widths calculated by this equation was used to select relevant widths to compare between the CSR and each single-discharge design output.

The stable design slopes that fell within the derived width range were extracted to compare single-discharge designs to the CSR design for each site. These width and slope combinations for each single-discharge design were input back through the CSR Tool to obtain a potential sediment yield for that design using the entire flow record. These single-discharge sediment yields were then compared to the associated CSR design sediment yield for that same width as a percent difference from the CSR (henceforth referred to as a percent difference). All the percent differences for each width in the derived range were finally averaged for each single discharge (\( Q_{ef} \), \( Q_{bf} \), \( Q_{1.5} \), \( Q_{50} \), and \( Q_{75} \)) to compare potential designs for each method.

An analysis was performed to quantify the potential practical implications of the differences in sediment yield between the CSR and single-discharge designs. If the CSR design is assumed to provide the most encompassing physical basis for channel design, then the differences in sediment yield for designs based on the single discharges can lead to potential erosion or deposition within the channel. The percent differences in sediment yield between the CSR and single-discharge outputs were converted to a potential depth of erosion or sedimentation over a 1-km river reach. This conversion can give a practical sense of the potential channel effects due to the differences for each design methodology.

Lastly, differences in sediment yield between the CSR and single-discharge designs were plotted against potential influencing factors such as the Richards-Baker flashiness index (R-B Index [23]) and width-to-depth ratio to identify trends. For each site, the R-B Index was calculated to make inferences about the deviations of the single-discharge designs and the CSR with flashy hydrographs. The R-B Index is calculated by first taking the sum of the absolute values of day-to-day changes in discharge for the entire daily flow record. This value is then divided by the sum of mean daily flows. The R-B Index is high for flashy hydrographs and low when hydrographs rise and fall gradually (Equation (3)):

\[
\text{R-B Index} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N} |q_i - q_{i+1}|}{\sum_{i=1}^{N} q_i} \quad (3)
\]

where \( q_i \) is the daily-averaged discharge for day \( i \), and \( N \) is the number of days in the flow record.

4. Results

4.1. CSR Designs versus Single-discharge Designs

The average stable design slopes within the range given by the downstream hydraulic geometry (Equation (3)) from Soar and Thorne [19], computed with both the full CSR method and the five single discharges, are presented in Table 2. In the table, we show the ratio of the average stable single-discharge design slope (from the family of solutions within the width range calculated with Equation (3)) to the average stable slope from the CSR design. The sites below the South River in Table 2 had the \( Q_{ef} \) in the first bin from the MFA. The \( Q_{50} \) and \( Q_{75} \) designs were consistently the closest to the CSR design slopes across the eighteen examples, with most of the \( Q_{50} \) and \( Q_{75} \) design slopes within 2% of the CSR design slope.
Table 2. Comparison of stable slopes from the CSR and single-discharge designs. The average stable CSR design slope within the range of widths given in Equation (3) is shown in the “CSR Slope” column, and subsequent columns give the ratio of the average stable slope (within the range of widths from Equation (3)) from the single-discharge design to the CSR design slope. Entries where this ratio falls outside the range of 0.95 to 1.05 are presented in boldface.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stream Name</th>
<th>CSR Slope</th>
<th>$Q_{\text{eff}}$/CSR</th>
<th>$Q_{bf}$/CSR</th>
<th>$Q_{50}$/CSR</th>
<th>$Q_{75}$/CSR</th>
<th>$Q_{1.5}$/CSR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Big Raccoon Creek</td>
<td>0.000532</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Joseph River</td>
<td>0.00018</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>1.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tallahala Creek</td>
<td>0.000577</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fishing Creek</td>
<td>0.000162</td>
<td><strong>0.94</strong></td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>1.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Licking River</td>
<td>0.00026</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rough River</td>
<td>0.00011</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South River</td>
<td>0.000272</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mud Creek</td>
<td>0.000275</td>
<td><strong>1.09</strong></td>
<td><strong>1.05</strong></td>
<td><strong>1.04</strong></td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td><strong>0.75</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cahaba River</td>
<td>0.000446</td>
<td><strong>1.07</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.92</strong></td>
<td><strong>1.04</strong></td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Nishnabotna River</td>
<td>0.000696</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buttabatchee River</td>
<td>0.000411</td>
<td><strong>1.15</strong></td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td><strong>1.12</strong></td>
<td><strong>1.08</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.52</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wolf River</td>
<td>0.000462</td>
<td><strong>0.91</strong></td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td><strong>0.94</strong></td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td><strong>1.18</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Big Sioux River</td>
<td>0.000267</td>
<td><strong>1.06</strong></td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cossatot River</td>
<td>0.000809</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rock River</td>
<td>0.000556</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red River</td>
<td>0.000411</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td><strong>0.95</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sugar Creek</td>
<td>0.000413</td>
<td><strong>1.08</strong></td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washita River</td>
<td>0.00045</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Summary of sediment yield comparisons of CSR to single-discharge designs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$Q_{\text{eff}}$</th>
<th>$Q_{bf}$</th>
<th>$Q_{50}$</th>
<th>$Q_{75}$</th>
<th>$Q_{1.5}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of times closest to CSR</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average % difference</td>
<td>7.6%</td>
<td>4.6%</td>
<td>4.0%</td>
<td>3.8%</td>
<td>10.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of times (&lt;5%)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of times (5 to 10%)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of times (&gt;10%)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The sediment yields of these designs were compared to find the percent differences from the CSR design. Table 3 presents comparisons of the single-discharge designs versus the CSR output for the eighteen sand-bed examples. The $Q_{50}$ and $Q_{75}$ single-discharge designs had sediment yields most similar to the CSR designs at 40% of the sites for both discharges. In comparisons of the total average percent difference for each single discharge to the CSR output for all eighteen sites, $Q_{75}$ was consistently the closest (3.8%), followed closely by $Q_{50}$ (4.0%), and then $Q_{bf}$ (4.6%), with $Q_{\text{eff}}$ and $Q_{1.5}$ the farthest at 7.6% and 10.5%, respectively.

In general, the $Q_{50}$, $Q_{75}$, and $Q_{bf}$ design slopes and sediment yields were closest to the CSR designs and were on average within 5% across all eighteen examples. These single-discharge designs only produced one instance of a difference greater than 10%. In contrast, the $Q_{\text{eff}}$ and $Q_{1.5}$ designs
showed the greatest departures with average percent deviations from 5 to 10%. The $Q_{\text{eff}}$ and $Q_{1.5}$ designs had differences greater than 10% in six and three scenarios, respectively. Eleven of the eighteen designs based on $Q_{\text{eff}}$ had the $Q_{\text{eff}}$ in the first bin of the MFA and had almost three times more deviation with a total average deviation of 6.3%. In the other seven $Q_{\text{eff}}$ designs, the design discharge did not occur in the first bin and the total average deviation was 2.4%.

The $Q_{\text{eff}}$ and $Q_{50}$ designs tended to be closer together and over-estimate the slope and sediment yield of the CSR design, while the $Q_{50}$ and $Q_{bf}$ designs were more similar and tended to underestimate the slope and sediment yield of the CSR design. The $Q_{50}$ and $Q_{75}$ designs were often close to matching the CSR result or bracketing the CSR result. On average, $Q_{50}$ and $Q_{75}$ either matched (within 0.2% tolerance) or bracketed the CSR design for fifteen out of eighteen sand-bed sites.

The practical implications of the percent differences in Table 3 with respect to potential aggradation or degradation varied widely across the eighteen sites. The most influential factor on the resulting depth of erosion or deposition based on the comparison of single-discharge designs to the CSR designs is the incoming sediment load. For example, the potential erosion or deposition over a 1-km reach due to differences between single-discharge and CSR designs can be illustrated with Sugar Creek, the Buttahatchee River, and the Washita River, each of which had single-discharge sediment yields that differed from the CSR yield by approximately 5% and 10% (Table 4). These sites have incoming sediment yields that differ by orders of magnitude, so a 5% difference in design sediment yield can result in potential erosion or deposition of 0.03 m/year for Sugar Creek (93 tons/day incoming sediment yield) and 2.6 m/year for the Washita River (13588 tons/day incoming sediment yield).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stream Name</th>
<th>Single-design Discharge</th>
<th>Average % Difference</th>
<th>Incoming Sediment Yield (tons/day)</th>
<th>Erosion/Deposition (m/year)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sugar Creek</td>
<td>$Q_{75}$</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buttahatchee River</td>
<td>$Q_{bf}$</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>1013</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washita River</td>
<td>$Q_{50}$</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>13588</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sugar Creek</td>
<td>$Q_{bf}$</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buttahatchee River</td>
<td>$Q_{75}$</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>1013</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washita River</td>
<td>$Q_{75}$</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>13588</td>
<td>5.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The R-B Index was compared to many other variables influencing the CSR analysis to make inferences about the robustness of the single-discharge designs. Figure 3 shows the deviation of single discharges $Q_{\text{eff}}$, $Q_{1.5}$, $Q_{50}$, and $Q_{75}$ relative to $Q_{bf}$ with a change in R-B Index. This can reveal the sensitivity of these discharges ability to estimate $Q_{bf}$ with changes in ‘flashiness’. Departures between field identified bankfull discharge and $Q_{\text{eff}}$ show a significant positive correlation ($R^2 = 0.31$, $p < 0.02$) with an increase in R-B Index; however, $Q_{50}$, $Q_{90}$, and $Q_{1.5}$ are much less sensitive than $Q_{\text{eff}}$ ($R^2 < 0.11$, $p > 0.17$). $Q_{75}$ and $Q_{1.5}$ were the least sensitive to changes in R-B flashiness.
Figure 3. Sensitivity of departures between field-identified bankfull discharge versus $Q_{eff}$, $Q_{1.5}$, $Q_{50}$, and $Q_{75}$ with changes in R-B Index.

In general, the R-B Index and the width-to-depth ratio (derived from field estimates of bankfull top width and bankfull depth for each site) were strong indicators of the deviation between single-discharge designs and the CSR result (Figure 3). The $Q_{eff}$ and $Q_{1.5}$ deviations are most sensitive to changes in R-B flashiness and width-to-depth ratio followed by $Q_{50}$ with $Q_{bf}$, and $Q_{75}$ the least sensitive (Figures 4(a) and 4(b)). More-detailed comparisons show that the average R-B Index tends to be higher when the $Q_{eff}$ is in the first bin (average R-B Index = 0.34) than when not (average R-B Index = 0.21).
Figure 4. Total average percent difference in sediment yield computed from single-discharge designs to those computed with CSR designs for all eighteen sites with changes in (a) R-B Index and (b) width-to-depth ratio. R-B Index relationship with $Q_{1.5}$ is significant at $p < 0.05$, all others have $p > 0.10$. Width-depth ratio relationship with $Q_{1.5}$ and $Q_{V}$ is significant at $p < 0.10$, all others have $p > 0.10$.

5. Discussion

5.1. Strengths and Weaknesses of the CSR Tool Model

The CSR Tool has a number of features that improve the physical basis of stable channel design, but still has characteristics that can potentially limit its applicability. In general, the approach requires specification of an incoming sediment load to the design reach to calculate the sediment balance. This requires the user to identify and analyze a stable upstream supply reach that will be representative of the incoming sediment load into the design reach [14]. This can introduce many uncertainties and may be impossible in some situations. Secondly, the sediment balance is based on estimates from sediment transport equations which have inherent uncertainties and can give misleading results without field validation. However, these uncertainties are alleviated to some extent because solutions are based on a relative sediment balance from the same equation rather than relying on any absolute magnitude.

The CSR approach adds the complexity of modeling sediment transport across the entire FDC rather than relying on a single representative discharge. This approach is representative of the full spectrum of effective flows the channel conveys through time, but still requires assumptions in the design process. First, the flow record used must be available for a stable upstream supply reach and be representative of inflows to the design reach of interest, or the user must use a derived FDC that is often based on regionalized curves and extrapolation to ungaged sites that can add uncertainty. Secondly, the estimated total sediment transported by the channel or ‘yield’ is computed with a binning procedure and average discharges which can substantively change the output depending on the binning method used. Lastly, the CSR Tool has many fundamental assumptions as do all
hydraulic models. The underlying hydraulic relationships are based on 1-D cross-section averaged, steady flow, sediment transport is assumed to occur only on the bed for in-channel and overbank flow, and the cross section is trapezoidal. Overall, the CSR Tool can offer a more physically realistic representation of the full range of geomorphically-effective flows over the single-discharge methods, but remains a highly simplified representation of a complex system that provides one line of evidence in the overall design process.

5.2. What are the most important influences on the deviation of single-discharge designs from the CSR output?

In practice, every channel design scenario has a contextual combination of factors and influences that can lead to departures between a single-discharge design and a full spectrum CSR design. However, the eighteen examples explored in this research revealed a few key variables that clearly influence the deviation of single-discharge designs from the CSR output.

Flashiness has a strong influence on the deviation of the CSR from the single-discharge designs. Streams with highly variable or ‘flashy’ hydrographs are more likely to have more frequent large flows and floods that can dominate overall sediment yield as proposed by Wolman and Miller [33], and subsequently demonstrated in fine-bed streams [19] and coarse-bed streams [34]. Rosburg et al. [35] showed that sediment yields computed for flashy streams with the R-B Index greater than about 0.4 can be significantly underestimated when a daily, rather than sub-daily, flow record is used because the high flows that strongly influence sediment transport are not captured in the daily record. One representative discharge will often not account for the effectiveness of these other influential flows which may lead to designs prone to excessive erosion or deposition.

We hypothesize that the high sensitivity of $Q_{\text{eff}}$ to flashiness exhibited at our study sites is attributed to the dynamic characteristics of labile channels which can skew the estimation of the effective discharge. Intermediate flows within a flow regime are the most ‘channel-forming’ or effective discharges, particularly those with snowmelt and other relatively stable flow regimes [25,26], because large floods are too infrequent, and frequent low flows lack sufficient capacity to maintain and rework channel form through sediment transport. However, in ‘labile’ channels with highly erodible substrate, others have shown that low flows well below $Q_{\text{bf}}$ can have the capacity to rework the channel and be considered the most effective discharges [19,36]. A high frequency of low flows with capacity to transport sediment can also skew the effectiveness curve to the lowest discharges in the first bin and potentially lead to underestimating $Q_{\text{eff}}$ [27]. If $Q_{\text{eff}}$ is underestimated, then channel designs based on that discharge will probably not produce sediment continuity at more influential flows and lead to over-compensation of slope and channel degradation (Figure 2). This effect is prevalent in the eighteen sand-bed sites analyzed in this study which supports previous research indicating that $Q_{\text{eff}}$ can be underestimated if it is derived from the first bin [19,27]. This issue was noted by Biedenharn et al. [27] who recommended addressing the problem by increasing the number of bins in the hydrologic analysis. The CSR Tool starts at 25 bins and sorts the flows into as many bins as possible without having a zero frequency bin, and thus does not address the first bin issue in its current version. Examining the $Q_{\text{eff}}$ in more detail to avoid the first bin issue could increase the potential of this discharge matching the CSR designs closer. Furthermore, it was observed that a stream with a $Q_{\text{eff}}$ in the first bin was more likely to have a higher R-B Index which could be another potential explanation for the deviation of these scenarios and aligns with what was found in Soar and Thorne [19].

Few previous studies have focused on the theoretical basis of $Q_{\text{50}}$ and $Q_{\text{75}}$ as dominant discharges for design; however, they have separately been proposed as indicators of $Q_{\text{bf}}$ in fine-bed streams [20,21]. These discharges are potentially more robust to changes in flashiness, because they do not suffer from the previously discussed binning issues or misleading field indicators that can hinder $Q_{\text{bf}}$ estimation (e.g., Rosburg et al. [35]). The small deviation from the CSR by these designs is probably because they are derived from a MFA in a manner similar to the derivation of the CSR. However, it is also recognized that this can be one of the leading downfalls of these design discharges, because a cumulative frequency distribution of sediment transport is required which can
be limited by data availability. Thus, if a cumulative distribution function (CDF) of discharges is available, then a designer could use the CSR method instead of a single discharge.

Width-to-depth ratio is a strong influence on deviations in sediment yield between single discharges versus CSR designs. Low width-to-depth ratio and high R-B Index seem to align with increasing deviation of the single-discharge designs from the CSR (Figures 4(a) and 4(b)). This suggests that the width-to-depth ratio could possibly provide another line of evidence that a stream is ‘flashy’ when the data needed to calculate the R-B Index are not available.

5.3. Is the CSR analysis needed and, if so, when is it most important to use over a single-discharge design?

One of the most important implications of this research for practical design applications is that the benefits of a CSR analysis depend on the specific design scenario. Riverine ecosystems are complex, diverse, and influenced by many variables such that several factors including bed material, flashiness, width-to-depth ratio, and incoming sediment load must be considered in addressing this question. In addition, the CSR Tool developed in this research provides a means for designers and researchers to systematically explore this question in the context of their specific situation.

Soar and Thorne [19] suggested designing for a CSR within 10% of unity for dynamic stability. This research used differences in sediment yield to compare deviations so they are scaled with the magnitude of sediment load; however, the outputs of these methods do not explicitly translate to practical erosion or sedimentation potential. Table 3 showed that the percent differences for the single-discharge designs can be substantially sensitive to incoming sediment load and differences in yield can produce large aggradation/degradation potential on the order of meters. The influence of inflowing sediment load on a potential design is also dependent on many site-specific characteristics such as the size of the river, grain size distribution, and flow regime which interact to determine the sediment transport capacity of the stream.

5.4. What single-discharge design matches the CSR output the closest?

Of the five single discharges examined in this research, \(Q_{50}\) and \(Q_{75}\) standout as the single discharges that produce designs that match the CSR designs most closely (Table 3), although there were several instances where all single-discharge estimates were very close to the CSR output. Sholtes and Bledsoe [20] and Copeland et al. [21] found \(Q_{50}\) and \(Q_{75}\), respectively, to be good predictors of bankfull discharge in fine-grained streams. This research supports these findings and suggests that both \(Q_{50}\) and \(Q_{75}\) can be robust design discharges as proxies for the full spectrum CSR analysis. There were no clear trends in the examples that explained where or why the CSR was closer to \(Q_{50}\) versus \(Q_{75}\), but these design discharges consistently matched or bracketed the CSR design, which can have useful implications for narrowing down a single discharge in practical design applications. However, as previously stated, the derivation of these discharges can be just as limited by data availability as the CSR, as computation of the \(Q_{50}\) and \(Q_{75}\) requires the full FDC along with a sediment rating curve.

The field-based bankfull discharge \(Q_f\) performed nearly as well as the \(Q_{50}\) and \(Q_{75}\). This is perhaps unsurprising because observed bankfull conditions may be expected to reflect the flow and sediment regime that a channel experiences. The 1.5-year recurrence interval discharge (\(Q_{1.5}\)) performed well in some circumstances and poorly in others (Table 3). There were three outliers in the analysis that brought the average percent difference of this design discharge higher overall (10.5% with and 4.0% without). The \(Q_{1.5}\) is the easiest single discharge to compute as it only requires an annual maximum peak flow series, and it can predict \(Q_f\) well in some gravel- and sand-bed scenarios [20]; however, it can be a poor predictor of channel-forming conditions for flashy streams (Figure 4(a)).

The effective discharge (\(Q_{ef}\)) had the worst agreement with the CSR design (Table 3). This is somewhat counterintuitive since there is a large body of research supporting the use of \(Q_{ef}\) (e.g., Biedenharn et al. [27], Doyle et al. [11], and Shields et al. [9]). However, the examples used in this research are scenarios that can be particularly vulnerable to the methodological idiosyncrasies of \(Q_{ef}\).
For example, $Q_{\text{eff}}$ can be difficult to estimate in dynamic labile streams, because it can be sensitive to characteristics of these channels such as the flashiness and the calculation methodology [27].

6. Conclusions

Eighteen sand-bed sites were investigated to compare analytical channel designs based on single-discharge versus the CSR approach, and to identify situations in which it is most important to perform a CSR analysis. The CSR Tool was developed to perform a full spectrum analytical channel design calculation using the CSR sediment balance concept in order to conduct this analysis. Outputs include a family of stable channel design solutions that provide the continuity of water and sediment over the entire FDC. The CSR Tool has the additional feature of floodplain modeling which can increase the fidelity of the model to actual physical processes, and it provides the ability to perform the CSR analysis on both sand-bed and gravel-bed streams for future design and research applications.

We suggest that the CSR method can be the preferred technique in many instances since it provides a more rigorous physical basis over single-discharge designs. Four key variables indicating that a CSR design is appropriate are (1) highly erodible substrate, (2) flashy flow regime, (3) small width-to-depth ratio, and (4) large inflowing sediment loads. Highly erodible channels are often sand-bed dominated channels, but also extend to gravel-bed channels with high sand mixtures that also exhibit ‘labile’ behaviors. Deviations of the four single-discharge designs from the CSR result were positively correlated with increasing R-B Index. This is most likely because ‘flashier’ streams have a higher potential to have several influential flows that are not accounted for with a single-discharge design. The single-discharge deviations also had a negative correlation with increasing width-to-depth ratio. This is presumably because smaller streams with smaller basins have a higher potential to have flashy hydrographs.

In general, the single-discharge designs based on $Q_{50}$ and $Q_{75}$ were the closest to the CSR followed by $Q_{95}$, $Q_{65}$, and $Q_{1.5}$. The $Q_{\text{eff}}$ can be an inconsistent design metric because of its sensitivity to binning procedures used in the MFA. The $Q_{\text{eff}}$ can also be challenging to obtain accurately, especially in disturbed systems in need of restoration, because field indicators are often confounding or absent in urban and incised streams. However, when field indicators and expert judgement are present it can still prove to be a useful design metric. The $Q_{1.5}$ is the simplest to calculate and can be a useful design metric in some instances, but can be highly dependent on the quality and quantity of available hydrologic data. The $Q_{50}$ and $Q_{75}$ are robust single-discharge design metrics because they are computed from cumulative sediment transport distributions and are less sensitive to the common difficulties of estimating the $Q_{95}$, $Q_{1.5}$, and $Q_{1.0}$ discharges; however, they may also be the most limited by data availability. Furthermore, most sand-bed streams examined in this study showed that the $Q_{50}$ and $Q_{75}$ designs matched or bracketed the CSR design which can provide a useful practical reference for choosing a design discharge. Lastly, this research showed that the percent differences for the single-discharge designs can be substantially sensitive to incoming sediment load and differences in yield can produce large aggradation/degradation potential on the order of meters. This is expected since the same percent difference will have more sediment available for erosion or deposition for a higher incoming sediment load.

Rivers and streams are highly complex systems and numerous factors influence their behavior and response. As a result, analytical channel designs that are subject to practical time and socio-economic constraints necessitate many simplifying assumptions. Designers can only hope to minimize these assumptions to provide the most robust solutions within the constraints of the project. The CSR Tool developed in this research along with the practical insights derived from its application provides a means of improving the physical basis and promoting sediment balance within the constraints of a typical river management or restoration project.
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